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1 Introduction 

For this section, we will introduce the sequence analysis tool, BioSeq-BLM. The 

BioSeq-BLM is a package for DNA, RNA and protein sequence analysis based on 

biological language models (BLMs). We incorporate 155 different BLMs for DNA, RNA 

and protein sequence analysis, and extend these BLMs into a system called 

BioSeq-BLM, which is able to automatically represent and analyze the sequence data 

only requiring the sequence data in FASTA format as inputs. More details will be 

introduced in the following parts of the manual. 

 

2 Function description 

2.1 Directory structure 

As shown in Figure S1, there are five folders in BioSeq-BLM stand-alone package: 

“code”, “docs”, “data”, “results” and “software”. 

1. The “README.md” file introduces the system requirements, installation and 

gives simple usage and examples, ect. 

2. The “requirements.txt” is used for installing BioSeq-BLM. See the 

“README.md” file for detailed usage.  

3. The “LICENSE” for users who wish to modify and/or adapt the code to their 

workflow. 

4. The “code” directory contains several Python files and folders:  

1) The Python scripts in “FeatureExtractionMode” folder used for 

generating feature vectors based on the input sequence files and the 

selected feature extraction mode.  

2) The Python scripts in “MachineLearningAlgorithm” folder used for 

constructing classifier or sequence labelling model.  

3) The “FeatureExtractionSeq .py” and “FeatureExtractionRes .py” are used 

for calling the scripts in the directory “FeatureExtractionMode” to 

generate feature vectors for biological sequence at sequence level or 

residue level.  

4) Similarly, “MachineLearningSeq.py” and “MachineLearningRes.py” are 

used to construct predictor for specific feature vectors.  

5) “FeatureAnalysis.py” is used for analyzing feature vectors.  

6) “SemanticSimilarity.py” is a script for calculating semantic similarity for 

training dataset and testing dataset.  

7) “BioSeq-BLM_Seq.py” and “BioSeq-BLM_Res.py” are executive Python 
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scripts used for achieving the one-stop function.  

8) “CheckAll.py” is used for checking parameters for feature extraction 

mode and machine learning algorithm and contains the constants used 

in the scripts. 

5. The “data” folder contains the dataset files used in the example.  

6. The “results” folder is used to store the generated model file, feature vectors 

files and other output files in cross validation process and independent test 

process.  

7. The “docs” folder contains the manual of BioSeq-BLM. 

8. The “scripts” folder contains the scripts selecting the best algorithms 

automatically. 

9. The “software” folder contains the external software like FlexCRFs and 

PSIPRED (if necessary). You can download the external software and 

configured with the assistance of “README.md” file.  

Pay attention, the modifications of directory structure are not suggested! 

 

Figure S1. The directory structure of the BioSeq-BLM stand-alone package. 

2.2 Biological language models 

2.2.1 BGLMs based on word properties 

In natural language processing (NLP), the property of a word determines the 

usage of the word and its function and meaning in a sentence. Similar as sentences, 

biological sequences have their own words with more diverse properties reflecting 

evolutionary information, physicochemical values, structure information, etc. These 

properties are incorporated into BGLMs to more comprehensively represent 

biological sequences. From this point of view, we categorize the methods that extract 

feature at residue level as BGLMs based on word properties. The similarity between 
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biological sequence analysis at residue level and NLP can simply see Figure S2. 

 

Figure S2. The “one-hot encoding” for biological sequence analysis and NLP. 

2.2.2 BGLMs based on syntax rules 

In the early days, many language-processing systems were designed by symbolic 

methods. Given a collection of syntax rules, the computer emulates natural language 

understanding (or other NLP tasks) by applying those rules to the data it is 

confronted with. For bioinformatics, there are also many methods utilizing “syntax 

rules” of biological sequence like autocorrelation, evolutionary information, motif 

structure and so on to extract sequence feature. Based on common characteristic, we 

categorize these methods that extract feature by utilizing autocorrelation, 

physicochemical property and other property at sequence level as BGLMs based on 

syntax rules. The similarity between biological sequence analysis and NLP for BGLMs 

based on syntax rules is shown in Figure S3. 

 

Figure S3. The similarity between biological sequence analysis and NLP for BGLMs 

based on syntax rules. 
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2.2.3 BSLMs based on BOW 

In NLP, bag-of-words (BOW) is a representation of text that describes the 

occurrence of words within the vocabulary of a document. In BOW model, a text is 

represented as the “bag” of words, disregarding grammar and even word order but 

only take frequency into consideration. However, when we adapt BOW to 

bioinformatics (see Figure S4), the “words” will be a little different for a biological 

sequence when use different words segment method (see BSLMs part in manuscript). 

We summarize the “words” segment methods in bioinformatics and construct the 

corpus based these methods.  

 

Figure S4. The comparision for applying BOW model to biological sequence analysis 

and NLP. 

2.2.4 BSLMs based on TF-IDF 

In NLP, term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) is a method that is 

ued to reflect the importance of word to a document in a collection or corpus. The 

TF-IDF value increases proportionally to the number of times a word appears in the 

document and is offset by the number of documents in the corpus that contain the 

word, which helps to adjust for the fact that some words appear more frequently in 

general. As same as BOW, the corpus constructed by words segment method 

mentioned above servers as the input of a specific biological dataset when we utilize 

TF-IDF to extract feature in bioinformatics. Ignoring corpora, the usage of TF-IDF 

model in the two fields is very similar (see Figure S5). 
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Figure S5. The usage of TF-IDF for biological sequence analysis and NLP. 

2.2.5 BSLMs based on TextRank 

In NLP, TextRank is a graph-based ranking model for text processing and has 

been successfully used in natural language applications. Based on PageRank 

algorithm, the TextRank algorithm transforms text-based graph into dense vectors 

which indicate the importance of every word-node. Similarly, we utilize TextRank to 

extract feature in bioinformatics based on the corpus constructed by words segment 

method mentioned above. The procedures applying TextRank to biological sequence 

analysis and NLP are shown in Figure S6. 

 

Figure S6. The procedures applying TextRank to biological sequence analysis and 

NLP. 

2.2.5 BSLMs based on topic model 
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In NLP, topic model is a type of statistical model for discovering the abstract 

“topics” that occur in a collection of documents. The representative algorithm in topic 

model are LSA, LSA, LDA and Labeled-LDA (see BSLMs part in manuscript). Based on 

specific probability distribution hypothesis, topic model can extract the feature more 

related to “topic”. Different from BOW, TF-IDF and TextRank model, the inputs of 

topic model for biological sequence analysis are real number vectors which 

generated by BOW, TF-IDF and TextRank model. The mechanism of feature extraction 

for biological sequence sequence and NLP from topic model is shown in the Figure 

S7. 

 

Figure S7. The mechanism of feature extraction for biological sequence sequence 

and NLP from topic model. 

2.2.6 BSLMs based on word embedding 

In NLP, word embedding is a distributed representation where words or phrases 

from the vocabulary are mapped to vectors of real numbers. More specifically, 

word2vec (1), GloVe (2) and fastText (3) are three representative model used in text 

representation which mapping words to real number vectors. Here we utilize them as 

our biological-word-embedding model to extract biological sequence feature. The 

similarities between the applications of biological-word-embedding model and 

word-embedding model are shown in Figure S8. 
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Figure S8. The similarities between the applications of biological-word-embedding 

model and word-embedding model. 

2.2.8 BNLMs based on automatic features 

In NLP, the feature engineering conducts conducts feature extraction for a dataset 

and determines the performance of following machine learning algorithms. 

Especiallly, automatic feature engineering based on deep neural network generally 

can obtain the feature better than traditional feature engineering. Deep learning 

techniques are able to automatically extract the linguistic features independent from 

grammar rules and other experience knowledge. From this point of view, we 

categorize model which extracting feature by pre-training of deep neural network as 

BNLMs based on automatic features mode. We utilize the feature obtained by BGLMs 

based on word properties as the input to automatically extract features by 

deep-learning model. A simple sketch of feature extraction by BNLMs based on 

automatic features is shown in Figure S9. 
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Figure S9. A simple sketch of feature extraction by BNLMs based on automatic 

features. 

2.2.9 biological semantic similarity language models (BSSLMs) 

In NLP, semantic similarity is a metric defined over a set of documents or terms, 

where the idea of distance between items is based on the likeness of their meaning or 

semantic content. In bioinformatics, if we regard a sequence as a sentence or a 

document, calculating “semantic similarity score” and serving it as new feature 

generally can lead to better performance, especially some specific task like fold 

recognition (4). In this system, several representative algorithms (see BSSLMs part in 

manuscript) calculate semantic similarity score for feature generated by BGLMS, 

BSLMs or BNLMs and generate new feature (using -score parameter). The similarity 

between biological sequence analysis and NLP for BSSLMs is shown in Figure S10. 

 

Figure S10. The similarity between biological sequence analysis and NLP for 

BSSLMs. 

2.3 Predictor construction 

Here we choose some machine learning algorithm commonly used like “Support 

Vector Machine” and deep learning model primarily used in the field of natural 

language processing like “Transformer” to construct predictors. 

Detailed method, description and task application are listed in Table S1. In 

addition, to solve imbalanced dataset, we provide multiple sampling techniques. 

Details are listed in Table S2. 

2.3.1 Support Vector Machine 
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Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised learning algorithm that conducts 

data analysis for classification and regression (5,6). A Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

performs classification by finding the hyperplane that maximizes the margin 

between the two classes (see Figure S11). The vectors that define the hyperplane are 

the support vectors. Here, the scikit-learn (7) package was used as the 

implementation of SVM algorithm with radial basis function as the kernel.  

 

Figure S11. the “margin” between classes – the criterion that SVMs seek to optimize. 

2.3.2 Random Forest 

Random Forest (RF), an ensemble learning method for classification, regression 

and some other tasks, combines the output of multiple decision trees to reach a 

single result. The random forest algorithm is an extension of the bagging method as it 

utilizes both bagging and feature randomness to create an uncorrelated forest of 

decision trees. In BioSeq-BLM, the RF algorithm in scikit-learn (8), a widely used 

machine learning Python package, was used as the implementation of RF algorithm.  

 

Figure S12. The decision trees and ensemble methods for RF. 
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2.3.3 Conditional Random Field 

In order to capture the global information of residues for a long sequence, a 

sequence labelling algorithm Conditional Random Field (CRF) was provided for 

residue-level analysis. The CRF is a type of undirected probabilistic graphical model 

and models the class-posterior probability. The transition factor, state factor and 

graph structures of CRF can be seen in Figure S13. Compared with the traditional 

classification classifiers, such as SVM and RF, CRF is a sequence labelling algorithm 

that models the biological sequences in a global fashion and considering the 

dependency information of all the residues along the sequences (9).  

 

Figure S13. The graph structures of CRF. 

2.3.4 Convolution Neural Network 

In NLP, due to its high degree of parallelization and powerful feature extraction 

capability, convolutional neural networks (CNN) (10) are commonly applied to the 

text classification problems. They are known as shift invariant or space invariant 

artificial neural networks based on their shared-weights architecture and translation 

invariance characteristics, which is capable of capturing a localized feature. A 

common architecture of CNN contains convolution layer, pool layer and fully 

connected layer (see Figure S14). 
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Figure S14. A common architecture of CNN. 

2.3.5 Long Short-Term Memory 

Long short-term memory (LSTM) (11) is an artificial recurrent neural network 

(RNN) architecture. A common LSTM unit is composed of an input gate, an output 

gate and a forget gate (see Figure S15), which makes it suitable for capturing 

long-term dependence feature than other convolutional neural networks.  

 
Figure S15. The composition of LSTM unit. 

2.3.6 Gated Recurrent Units 

Gated recurrent units (GRU) (12) are a gating mechanism in recurrent neural 

networks (RNN). Different from the LSTM, there are only input gate, update gate and 

reset gate in GRU unit (see Figure S16), whose advantages are reducing parameters 

and solving the problem of gradient disappearance in back propagation.  

 
Figure S16. The composition of LSTM unit. 
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2.3.7 Transformer 

Like recurrent neural networks (RNNs), Transformer (13) is designed to handle 

sequential data, especially for the natural language tasks, such as translation and text 

summarization. Based on self-attention mechanism and encoder-decoder 

architecture (see Figure S17), the transformer models the association between any 

two units in the sequence and achieves the state-of-the-art performance in many NLP 

tasks. Transformers have become the primary choice for tackling many NLP 

problems, replacing most of recurrent neural network models, such as the long 

short-term memory (LSTM).  

 
Figure S17. The model architecture of Transformer. 

2.3.8 Weighted Transformer 

Weighted Transformer, a Transformer with modified attention layers, replaces 

the multi-head attention by multiple self-attention branches learning to combine 

during the training process (see Figure S18). Experimental verification indicates the 

weighted Transformer not only outperforms the baseline network, but also 

converges faster (14).  
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Figure S18. The model architecture of Weighted Transformer. 

2.3.9 Reformer 

Similar with Weighted Transformer, Reformer is an attention-based model 

improving Transformer. In the Reformer, the dot-product attention and the reversible 

residual layers are used to replace the locality-sensitive hashing attention (see 

Figure S19) and the standard residual layer, respectively. Reformer outperforms 

Transformer models. Reformer is much more memory-efficient and much faster on 

long sequence (15). 

 

Figure S19. Simplified depiction of locality-sensitive hashing attention for Reformer. 

2.3.10 Sampling techniques 

BioSeq-BLM trained with imbalanced benchmark datasets will bias the class with 

fewer samples. In this regard, the sampling techniques are provided to solve this 
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problem, including over-sampling method Synthetic Minority Oversampling 

Technique (SMOTE) (16), under-sampling method Tomek links (17) and the 

combination of over-sampling and under-sampling (18). The detailed explanation of 

the sampling techniques are as follows: 

Over-sampling method SMOTE: SMOTE is a statistical technique for increasing 

the number of classes in your dataset in a balanced way. The algorithm works by 

generating new samples from existing minority classes, which is a better way than 

simply duplicating existing calsses. 

Under-sampling method Tomek links: TomekLinks detects the so-called 

Tomek’s links. A Tomek’s link between two samples of different class x and y is 

defined such that for any sample z: 

d(x, y)  <  𝑑(𝑥, 𝑧) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦)  <  𝑑(𝑦, 𝑧) 

where d(.) is the distance between the two samples. In some other words, a 

Tomek’s link exist if the two samples are the nearest neighbors of each other. 

The combination of over-sampling and under-sampling: a sampling 

technique combining SMOTE and Tomek links. The SMOTE will generate noisy 

samples by interpolating new points between marginal outliers and inliers. This 

issue can be solved by cleaning the space resulting from over-sampling. And Tomek’s 

link is a cleaning method that can be added to the pipeline after applying SMOTE 

over-sampling to obtain a cleaner space. 

2.4 Performance evaluation 

The parameters of above machine learning algorithms can be automatically 

optimized according to specific performance measures, such as accuracy (Acc), 

Balanced accuracy (BAcc), Matthew’s correlation coefficient (MCC), area under ROC 

curve (AUC) or F1-score. And the validation methods can be n-fold cross-validation 

or independent test. 

2.5 results analysis 

To obtain better feature vectors for constructing predictor, conducting feature 

analysis on feature generated by feature engineering might be an advisable choice. 

Here BioSeq-BLM provides a systematic result analysis framework including 

normalization, clustering, feature selection and dimension reduction. Detailed 

methods and descriptions are listed in Table S3. 

2.6 Loading trained models to predict unknown samples 
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Using the trained model generated by BioSeq-BLM to predict unknown samples 

is a very important for biological sequence analysis. The libraries used to load a 

trained model generated by BioSeq-BLM are depended on the machine learning 

algorithms. The “joblib” and “scikit-learn” (7) can be used to load the models 

constructed by SVM and RF algorithms. The official documents can be accessed at 

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/model_persistence.html. For the other 

machine learning algorithms in BioSeq-BLM, their corresponding trained models can 

be loaded by “Pytorch” (19). The official documents for loading trained models can be 

accessed at https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/generated/torch.load.html#torch.load. 

Based on the above libraries, BioSeq-BLM integrates the functions of using the 

trained models to predict unknown samples. 

  The folowing example shows how to load a trained model generated by 

BioSeq-BLM to predict unknown samples: 

(1) When the analysis of BioSeq-BLM is finished, the model file (such as the file 

“svm.model”) and best parameters (the “Opt_params.txt” file for stand-alone 

package and “Main Parameter Summary” for web server) are generated. For 

example, the “Opt_params.txt” file outputted by the predictor of BOW-LSA 

introduced in section “3 Identification of DNA-binding proteins and 

RNA-binding proteins” in the main text is represented as: 

cost = 4 

gamma = 5 

top_n = 2 

com_prop = 0.8 

 

(2) The trained model generated by BioSeq-BLM can be loaded to predict the 

unknown samples by using the following command lines with the help of 

stand-alone package: 

python FeatureExtractionSeq.py -seq_file your_seq -param1 param1 

-param2 param2 … -output feature_vector.csv 

python prediction.py -vec_file feature_vector.csv -model_path svm.model 

 

(3) After the prediction is completed, the prediction results can be found in the 

“predict_out.txt” file, represented as: 

Sample index predicted labels probability values 

1              1     0.8594521696287332 

2              -1     0.232035578719445 

3              -1     0.027210977954262406 

4              1     0.6623366082453848 

5              1     0.6253869437867454 

6              -1     0.18312776526051053 

7              1     0.6830657871876992 

8              1     0.9621543488464905 

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/model_persistence.html
https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/generated/torch.load.html#torch.load
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9              -1     0.1913848199600272 

10              1     0.48729207344573133 

3 Scripts 

3.1 Scripts for BLMs 

“FeatureExtractionRes.py”and “FeatureExtractionSeq.py” are two executive 

Python scripts used for generating feature vectors based on biological language 

models at residue level and sequence level. 

3.1.1 FeatureExtractionRes.py 

Input 

The input file for “FeatureExtractionRes.py” should be a sequence file and a 

label file. The sequence file should be in a valid FASTA format that consists of a single 

initial line beginning with a greater-than symbol (“>”) in the first column, followed by 

lines of sequence data. The label file should be in a valid FASTA format that consists 

of a single initial line beginning with a greater-than symbol (“>”) in the first column, 

followed by lines of label data. The words right after the “>” symbol in the single 

initial line are optional and only used for the purpose of sequence identification and 

description.  

For example, the valid FASTA format is as follows: 

Sequence Input: 

>example 

gaccagcttttaaaccgactccgtgctactgacgacca 

Label Input: 

>example 

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

3.1.2 FeatureExtractionSeq.py 

Input 

The input file for “FeatureExtractionSeq.py” should be sequence files. The 

sequence file should be in a valid FASTA format, too. At the same time, user need to 

input the corresponding labels of sequence files (-label parameter). 

3.1.3 Additional input 
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Physicochemical Properties Selection 

The Physicochemical Properties Selection file is a text file that contains a list of 

property names used for generating the modes in categories: autocorrelation, pseudo 

nucleotide composition/ pseudo amino acid composition. For example, if you want to 

use the “Rise”, “Tilt” and “Shift” of DNA dinucleotide for calculating, the 

Physicochemical Properties Selection file should be written as follows: 

Rise 

Tilt 

Shift 

 

After saving this file as “propChosen.txt” and specifying it using the command “-i 

propChosen.txt”, or just “I propChosen.txt”, the above three properties will be used in 

calculations. Meanwhile, you can also use the command “-a True” to select all the 

built-in physicochemical properties for the corresponding sequence type, which can 

be selected by using parameter DNA, RNA or PROTEIN. 

The complete lists of physicochemical properties for DNA, RNA and protein 

sequences used in the stand-alone program are provided in BioSeq-BLM (download). 

User-defined Physicochemical Properties 

In the user-defined physicochemical index files, each index should be 

represented in three lines. The first line must start with asymbol (">") in the first 

column. The words right after the ">" symbol in the single initial line are optional and 

only used for the purpose of sequence identification and description of the index. The 

second line lists the names of the sequence compositions (i.e. amino acids, 

nucleotides, dinucleotides, or trinucleotides, etc), which should be sorted in the 

alphabet order, such as 'A' 'C' ... 'AA' 'AC'. All the elements in this line should be 

separated by TAB. The corresponding values of these sequence compositions are 

listed in the third line, which are separated by TAB. 

For example, if you defined a physicochemical property “user_property”, the user- 

defined physicochemical index file should be written as follows: 

> user_property 

A C …  AA AC … 

0.21 0.12 …  0.37 0.15 … 

 

After saving this file as “user_defined.txt” and specifying it using the command 

“-e user_defined.txt”, or just “E user_defined.txt”, the properties defined by user will 

be used in calculations. 

Motif selection 

 There are two choices for input motif file by using command “-motif_database”, 

one is “ELM” and another is “Mega”, which means motif file comes from “ELM 

database” (20) and “MegaMotifBase” (21). For example, you can use the command 

http://bliulab.net/BioSeq-BLM/download/#phypro
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“-motif_database ELM –motif your_motif_file.txt” to input motif information and 

calculate corresponding feature. 

Output 

The output file formats support three choices that are suitable for downstream 

computational analyses, such as machine learning. The first and the default choice is 

the tab format. In this format, all data is separated by TABs. The second one is the 

LIBSVM’s sparse data format. For this format, each line contains an instance and is 

ended by a '\n' character, like <label> <index1>:<value1> <index2>:<value2> …. The 

<label> is a category label of the sequence. The pair <index>:<value> gives a feature 

(attribute) value: <index> is an integer starting from 1 and <value> is a real number. 

The third and fourth output format are the csv format and tsv format, which are 

similar to the tab format. 

3.2 Scripts for predictor construction 

“MachineLearningRes.py”and “MachineLearningSeq.py” are two executive 

Python scripts used for training predictors and evaluating their performance based 

on the input benchmark datasets. There are three main processes, including 

parameter selection, model training and cross validation, while the parameter 

selection process is mainly for “Support Vector Machine” and “Random Forest”. In the 

parameter selection process, the parameters of machine learning algorithm are 

optimized on the validation sets. In this process, the multiprocessing technique is 

employed to significantly reduce the computational cost. Finally, in the 

cross-validation process, the performance of the constructed predictors is evaluated 

by k-fold cross-validation, jackknife or independent dataset test which can be 

selected by users. 

3.2.1 MachineLearningRes.py 

Input  

The input files of “MachineLearningRes.py” are two files of feature vectors in the 

format mention above generated by the feature extraction or feature analysis for 

“Support Vector Machine”, “Random Forest” and “Conditional Random Field” or a 

feature vector file for deep learning model like “Transformer”.  

Output  

The output files include trained model, ROC curve, PR curve and values of 

evaluation metrics which reprensent the performance of precictor. 

3.2.2 MachineLearningRes.py 
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The input files of “MachineLearningSeq.py” are at least two files of feature 

vectors in the format mentioned above generated by the feature extraction or feature 

analysis. For binary classification problem, there should be two input files, storing the 

positive samples and the negative samples, respectively. For multiclass classification, 

at least three feature vector files are needed.  

Output  

The output files include trained model, ROC curve, PR curve and values of 

evaluation metrics which reprensent the performance of precictor. 

3.3 Script for results analysis 

“FeatureAnalysis.py” is an executive Python script used for results analysis. 

Input 

The input file for “FeatureAnalysis.py” should be a feature vector file and its 

format belong to one of output format of feature extraction (tab, svm, csv or tsv). 

Output 

 The output files also include the output results corresponding to the selected 

feature analysis method. For example, if you select a method in clustering, the 

clustering visualization results and clustering textfile will be generated.  

3.4 Script for executing the whole process 

3.4.1 BioSeq-BLM_Res.py 

The “BioSeq-BLM_Res.py” is an executive Python script which integrates BLMs, 

predictor construction, performance evaluation and result analysis for biological 

sequence analysis at residue-level. 

Input 

The input files for “BioSeq-BLM_Res.py” are same with 

“FeatureExtractionRes.py”. 

Output 

 The output files for “BioSeq-BLM_Res.py” are the sum of the “FeatureAnalysis.py” 

and “MachineLearningRes.py”.  

3.4.2 BioSeq-BLM_Seq.py 

The “BioSeq-BLM_Seq.py” is an executive Python script which integrates BLMs, 

predictor construction, performance evaluation and result analysis for biological 
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sequence analysis at sequence-level. 

Input 

The input files for “BioSeq-BLM_Seq.py” are same with 

“FeatureExtractionSeq.py”. 

Output 

 The output files for “BioSeq-BLM_Seq.py” are the sum of the “FeatureAnalysis.py” 

and “MachineLearningSeq.py”.  

3.4.3 Scripts for automatically selecting the best models 

We provided bash scripts for automatically selecting the best model for specific 

biological sequence analysis tasks in the “scripts” folder. There are six bash scripts in 

the “scripts” folder: DNA_Res.sh, DNA_Seq.sh, RNA_Res.sh, RNA_Ses.sh, Protein_Res.sh 

and Protein_Seq.sh. The content of DNA_Seq.sh script is: 

#!/bin/bash 

score=$1 

ml=$2 

seq_files=$3 

labels=$4 

cpu=$5 

 

cd .. 

cd code/ 

python BioSeq-BLM_Seq.py -category DNA -mode OHE -method One-hot -score ${score} -auto_opt 

2 -ml ${ml} -grid 1 -seq_file ${seq_files} -label ${labels} -cpu ${cpu} -bp 1 

python BioSeq-BLM_Seq.py -category DNA -mode SR -method DAC -score ${score} -auto_opt 2 -ml 

${ml} -grid 1 -seq_file ${seq_files} -label ${labels} -cpu ${cpu} -bp 1 

python BioSeq-BLM_Seq.py -category DNA -mode BOW -words Kmer -score ${score} -auto_opt 2 

-ml ${ml} -grid 1 -seq_file ${seq_files} -label ${labels} -cpu ${cpu} -bp 1 

python BioSeq-BLM_Seq.py -category DNA -mode TF-IDF -words Kmer -score ${score} -auto_opt 

2 -ml ${ml} -grid 1 -seq_file ${seq_files} -label ${labels} -cpu ${cpu} -bp 1 

python BioSeq-BLM_Seq.py -category DNA -mode TR -words Kmer -score ${score} -auto_opt 2 -ml 

${ml} -grid 1 -seq_file ${seq_files} -label ${labels} -cpu ${cpu} -bp 1 

python BioSeq-BLM_Seq.py -category DNA -mode TM -method LSA -in_tm BOW -words Kmer 

-score ${score} -auto_opt 2 -ml ${ml} -grid 1 -seq_file ${seq_files} -label ${labels} -cpu ${cpu} -bp 

1 

python BioSeq-BLM_Seq.py -category DNA -mode WE -method word2vec -words Kmer -score 

${score} -auto_opt 2 -ml ${ml} -grid 1 -seq_file ${seq_files} -label ${labels} -cpu ${cpu} -bp 1 

python BioSeq-BLM_Seq.py -category DNA -mode AF -method word2vec -in_af One-hot -score 

${score} -auto_opt 2 -ml ${ml} -grid 1 -seq_file ${seq_files} -label ${labels} -cpu ${cpu} -bp 1 

 

python extract_data.py Seq/DNA 
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python extract.py Seq/DNA 

And the command line for this script can be like this: 

bash DNA_Seq.sh 0 SVM seq_file1 seq_file2 +1 -1 4 

 

The best models and the corresponding optimized parameters can be automatically 

selected by the above scripts, which will be extremely useful for biologists to choose a 

suitable model.  

4 Tables  

Table S1. Machine learning algorithm for constructing predictor. 

Category Method Description Analysis Level* 

classification 

algorithm 

SVM Support Vector Machine (22) 
S, R 

RF Random Forest (23) 

sequence 

labelling 

algorithm 

CRF Conditional Random Field (24) R 

Deep 

learning 

algorithm 

CNN 
Convolutional Neural Networks 

(25)18 

S, R 

LSTM Long Short-Term Memory (11) 

GRU Gate Recurrent Unit (12) 

Transformer 
Network completely based on 

self-attention (13) 

Weighted 

Transformer 

Weighted Transformer network 

(14) 

Reformer Efficient Transformer (15) 

* S for sequence level, R for residue level. 

Table S2. Sampling technique for constructing predictor. 

Method Description 

over 
Over-sampling based on Synthetic Minority 

Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) (16) 

under 
Under-sampling based on Tomek links method 

(17) 
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combine 
Combine over-sampling and under-sampling by 

‘SMOTETomek’ in sklearn package (18) 

 

Table S3. Feature analysis methods for biological sequences analysis. 

Algorithm Method Description 

Standardization 

or 

Normalization 

min-max-scale 
Normalization by scikit-learn (26) 

‘MinMaxScaler’ 

standard-scale 
Standardization by scikit-learn (26)  

‘StandardScaler’ 

L1-regularization 
Normalization based on L1 

regularization (27) 

L2-regularization 
Normalization based on L2 

regularization (28) 

Clustering 

AP 
Clustering based on Affinity 

Propagation algorithm (29) 

DBSCAN 

Clustering based on Density-Based 

Spatial Clustering of Applications 

with Noise algorithm (30) 

GMM 
Clustering based on Gaussian 

Mixture Model (31) 

AGNES 
Clustering based on agglomerative 

nesting algorithm (32) 

K-means 
Clustering based on K-means 

algorithm (33) 

Feature 

selection 

chi2 
Univariate feature selection based 

on Chi-square test (34,35) 

F-value 

Univariate feature selection based 

on F-test (joint hypotheses test) 

(34,35) 

MIC 
Univariate feature selection with 

mutual information  (34,35) 

RFE 
Select feature based on Recursive 

Feature Elimination (36) 

Tree Tree-based feature selection (37) 
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Dimension 

reduction 

PCA 
Reduce dimension based on 

principal component analysis (38), 

KernelPCA 

Reduce dimension based on 

principal component analysis with 

‘rbf’ kernel (39) 

TSVD 

Reduce dimension based on 

truncated singular value 

decomposition (40) 
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